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ABSTRACT In the last decades, it has been demonstrated that many animal species orient in the Earth magnetic ﬁeld. One of
the best-studied examples is the use of the geomagnetic ﬁeld by migratory birds for orientation and navigation. However, the
biophysical mechanism underlying animal magnetoreception is still not understood. One theory for magnetoreception in birds
invokes the so-called radical-pair model. This mechanism involves a pair of reactive radicals, whose chemical fate can be inﬂuenced by the orientation with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth through Zeeman and hyperﬁne interactions. The fact that
the geomagnetic ﬁeld is weak, i.e., ~0.5 G, puts a severe constraint on the radical pair that can establish the magnetic compass
sense. For a noticeable change of the reaction yield in a redirected geomagnetic ﬁeld, the hyperﬁne interaction has to be as weak
as the Earth ﬁeld Zeeman interaction, i.e., unusually weak for an organic compound. Such weak hyperﬁne interaction can be
achieved if one of the radicals is completely devoid of this interaction as realized in a radical pair containing an oxygen molecule
as one of the radicals. Accordingly, we investigate here a possible radical pair-based reaction in the photoreceptor cryptochrome
that reduces the protein’s ﬂavin group from its signaling state FADH to the inactive state FADH– (which reacts to the likewise
inactive FAD) by means of the superoxide radical, O2–. We argue that the spin dynamics in the suggested reaction can act
as a geomagnetic compass and that the very low physiological concentration (nM-mM) of otherwise toxic O2– is sufﬁcient,
even favorable, for the biological function.

INTRODUCTION
Many animal and even plant species have been shown to
react to magnetic fields (for reviews, see (1–8)). Birds, for
instance, seem to use the geomagnetic field for navigation
during migration (2). The typical strength of the geomagnetic
field is 0.5 G or 50 mT, putting constraints on possible physical mechanisms of magnetoreception. Two models have
attracted much attention, one involving magnetic particles
(8–14) in a bird’s beak, the other a magnetosensitive radicalpair reaction (7,15–20) in a bird’s eye. The idea behind the
latter mechanism, referred to as the radical pair mechanism
(7,18–21), is that, in the course of a photochemical reaction
in the retina, a pair of reactive radicals is produced, the reaction yield of which is influenced by the orientation of the bird
with respect to the geomagnetic field and which, in turn,
modulates visual perception.
Experimental observations speak strongly for the involvement of the radical pair mechanism in the magnetic compass
sense of birds. For example, it was shown that the avian
compass is an inclination one, i.e., sensitive only to the inclination of the Earth’s magnetic field lines and not to their
polarity (13,22–24). The avian compass is also known to
be highly sensitive to the strength of the ambient magnetic
field, requiring a period of acclimation before orientation
can occur at intensities differing from those of the natural
geomagnetic field (25). Furthermore, the avian compass is
light-dependent, as first suggested by theory (15,17), normally requiring light in the blue-green range to function
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properly (26,27). The avian compass is supposedly localized
in the right eye of migratory birds (28). A radical pair model
in which a light-driven, magnetic-field-dependent chemical
reaction in the eye of a bird modulates the visual sense
indeed predicts these properties (7,15–18,20,21,29–31).
The radical-pair mechanism has been studied for a variety
of model systems (7,15,16,18,30,32–36) and it was demonstrated that hyperfine, exchange, dipole-dipole, and Zeeman
interactions acting on the electron spins can induce magnetic
field effects in the reaction yields. The hyperfine interaction
in a radical pair is determined by contributions from both
radical partners, and the typical values of the individual
coupling constants in organic radical pairs are ~1–10 G
(37–40). The effect of weak magnetic fields of ~0.5 G,
also known as the low-field effect, has been extensively discussed (16,31). It was shown that, to elicit a noticeable
change in the reaction yield in the geomagnetic field, the
hyperfine coupling interaction in the radical pair should be
comparable with the Zeeman interaction (7,18,38). This
puts a severe constraint on the radical pair involved in the
magnetic compass sense of a bird as overall hyperfine
coupling for organic radicals is typically in the 10–100 G
range. The hyperfine interaction in the radical pair can be
decreased, of course, if one of the radical partners is devoid
of this interaction. This can be realized in a radical pair containing an oxygen molecule as one of the radicals, because
oxygen atoms possess zero nuclear spin and, hence, no
hyperfine coupling.
The search for the radical pair involved in the magnetic
sense of birds as well as the underlying chemical reaction
started three decades ago, after the radical pair mechanism
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was suggested as a candidate explaining this sensory capability (15,16). The most promising idea, widely discussed
at present, is that the radical pair mechanism linked to the
avian compass arises in the protein cryptochrome
(7,18,19,38,41–43). Cryptochrome is a signaling protein
found in a wide variety of plants and animals (44–47). Its
role varies among organisms, from the entrainment of circadian rhythms in vertebrates to the regulation of hypocotyl
elongation and anthocyanin production in plants (48–50).
It was demonstrated that cryptochrome harbors blue-lightdependent radical pair formation and that it is localized in
the retinas of some migratory birds (42,43) where its effects
could intercept the visual pathway. There is strong evidence
showing that retinal cryptochrome-expressing neurons and
a forebrain region called ‘‘Cluster N’’ are highly active
during magnetic compass orientation and require light for
function. The differences in activation between migratory
and nonmigratory birds have been documented (51–53),
strongly supporting the idea that cryptochrome is involved
in avian magnetoreception.
Cryptochrome binds the chromophore flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD) (44,46,54). The protein is activated
and performs its function when the fully oxidized FAD
form is converted to the semireduced FADH form
(41,47,55–57). The conversion happens in the course of
light-induced electron transfers involving a chain of three
tryptophans that bridge the space between FAD and the
protein surface (41,58,59).
The photoexcitation cycle of cryptochrome can be depicted
as shown in Fig. 1. The flavin cofactor was observed in
Arabidopsis thaliana cryptochrome (54) in three interconvertible redox forms, FAD, FADH, and FADH– (56,57,59–61).
It was demonstrated that the FAD form is inactive (nonsignaling) and accumulates to high levels in the dark. Blue light triggers photoreduction of FAD to establish a photoequilibrium
that favors FADH over FAD or FADH–. In plant cryptochromes, the biologically active signaling state FADH can
absorb a second, green light, photon, and be then converted
to a fully reduced, inactive form, which reoxidizes in the
dark to the original FAD resting state (56,60–62). The
described photocycle was generalized for animal and human
cryptochromes (60).
The FAD / FADH and FADH / FADH– reactions in
Fig. 1 involve an active FADH radical and, therefore, can be
manipulated by an external magnetic field. We have recently
studied computationally the forward electron transfer
process, i.e., FAD / FAD* / FADH, in cryptochrome,
and demonstrated that magnetic fields of ~5 G can significantly influence its signaling state, although requiring suitable electron transfer rates to do so (7). Here we want to
argue that the dark backreaction is better suited to endow
cryptochrome with magnetotactic capabilities.
Under aerobic conditions, the stable FADH molecule
slowly reverts to the initial FAD state (41,55,56,60) (see
Fig. 1). This process is not well understood and occurs on
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FIGURE 1 Light-induced photocycle in cryptochrome. The signaling
state of cryptochrome is controlled by the oxidation state of its flavin
cofactor FAD, which exists in three interconvertible redox forms, FAD,
FADH, and FADH– (56,60,61). The FAD form is inactive (nonsignaling)
and accumulates to high levels in the dark. Blue light triggers photoreduction
of FAD to establish a photoequilibrium that favors FADH over FAD or
FADH–. The semiquinone FADH state corresponds to the signaling state
of the protein. Green light photons can further be absorbed by the radical
FADH and shift the photoequilibrium to the fully reduced form
(FADH–), which is inactive (nonsignaling). The FAD / FADH and
FADH / FADH– reactions involve an active FADH radical and, therefore, can be affected by an external magnetic field. The excited states of
the flavin cofactor, FAD* and FADH*, colored gray, arise as short-lived
intermediate stages of the cryptochrome photocycle.

the millisecond timescale (41,55,56). The cryptochrome
backreaction attracted considerable attention recently, due
to indications that it is linked to avian magnetoreception. It
was proposed that, during the backreaction, a radical pair
is formed between flavin and an oxygen molecule and that
the radical pair reaction responds significantly to reorientation in the Earth magnetic field (19,20,63). Moreover, the
presence of molecular oxygen in the backreaction of cryptochrome was demonstrated in vitro (56). It was also suggested
that reoxidation of the photochemically reduced flavin
cofactor in flavoproteins is mediated by molecular oxygen
(64).
The hypothesis that an oxygen molecule is involved in
magnetoreception still needs to be verified experimentally.
However, this idea is clearly promising because the oxygen
radical is devoid of hyperfine coupling, which leads to an
enhancement of magnetic field effects. In addition, such
a radical pair (where one radical has no hyperfine coupling)
would be consistent with studies on the effects of weak
radio-frequency oscillating magnetic fields on migratory
bird orientation. Ritz and co-workers not only found that
appropriate orientation behavior depends on the strength
and angle of the oscillating field, but also that the minimum
field strength necessary to disrupt orientation depends on
the frequency of the oscillating field in a resonancelike
behavior that would be predicted by such a radical pair
(63,65–67).
Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4804–4813
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In this article, we are suggesting that the reaction with
FADH actually involves the superoxide radical O2–. The
superoxide radical O2– occurs widely in nature (64,68,69)
and can be obtained as the product of the one-electron reduction of dioxygen. O2– is toxic to cells and under physiological conditions is available only in nM-mM concentrations
(70,71). The reaction of the semiquinone FADH state of
the flavin cofactor in cryptochrome with O2– is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The molecular oxygen radical O2–
enters the molecular pocket in cryptochrome, depicted in
Fig. S1 in Supporting Material, with a rate constant kox,
creating a radical pair [FADH þ O2–], which can be either
in a singlet or a triplet state, as denoted by 1[ $$$ ] or 3[ $$$ ],
respectively. The rate constant kox corresponds to the rate of
random encounters of FADH and O2–, which is expected to
occur on a timescale significantly longer than that for geminate processes in the radical pair (72). If the radical pair is
found in its singlet state, the electron from the O2– radical

FIGURE 2 Schematic presentation of the postulated reaction scheme
involving the flavin cofactor FADH in cryptochrome and a molecular
oxygen radical (superoxide) O2–. Superoxide enters the molecular pocket
of cryptochrome (see Fig. S1) with a rate constant kox, forming a radical
pair [FADH þ O2–], which is found in a singlet (25%) or a triplet
(75%) state, denoted by 1[ $$$ ] or 3[ $$$ ], respectively. An external
magnetic field as well as the hyperfine coupling interaction brings about
an interconversion between the singlet and the triplet states of the radical
pair. If the radical pair is in its singlet state, the electron from the O2– radical
can transfer to the FADH radical, forming the singlet 1[FADH– þ O2] state,
which has lower (by DE ¼ 0.37127 eV) energy than the initial 1[FADH þ
O2–] state; the corresponding electron transfer rate constant is ket. The electron transfer is not possible from the triplet state of the radical pair, due to
spin conservation during the transfer. The radical pair can separate, i.e.,
the O2– radical escapes (with a rate constant kb) from the molecular pocket
before electron transfer occurs, leaving cryptochrome then in its signaling
state. The nonsignaling FADH– state is transformed to the FAD resting state,
possibly by subsequent protonation and release of a hydrogen peroxide
molecule as suggested in Prabhakar et al. (64).
Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4804–4813
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should transfer to the FADH radical, since the energy of
the 1[FADH– þ O2] state is lower than the energy of the
1
[FADH þ O2–] state. The energy difference between the
two states is DE ¼ 0.37127 eV, according to an ab initio
density functional theory calculation (73,74) performed by
us. In Supporting Material, we provide details of this calculation. The electron transfer is only possible from the singlet
state of the radical pair, the corresponding rate constant being
depicted in Fig. 2 as ket. The triplet state 3[FADH– þ O2] can
only produce FADH– after it is converted to the singlet
state 1[FADH– þ O2].
The external magnetic field and the hyperfine interaction
affect the interconversion between the singlet and the triplet
states of the radical pair in a manner that depends on the
orientation in the Earth magnetic field. Once the FAD
cofactor is reduced to the FADH– state, cryptochrome stops
signaling, because the reaction FADH þ O2-- / FADH–
þ O2 is considered irreversible. However, before this reaction occurs, the radical pair may separate, namely, if the
O2– radical escapes from cryptochrome’s molecular
pocket, leaving cryptochrome then still in its signaling state.
The escape reaction is governed by the rate constant kb and
can occur equally likely from either the singlet or the triplet
state of the radical pair, as depicted in Fig. 2. Thus, cryptochrome remains in its signaling state until another O2–
radical arrives, and the FADH radical can be reduced
again. The separation and reencounter of O2– delay the
magnetic field-dependent reaction, shifting it to the millisecond timescale, i.e., the timescale relevant for biological
signaling.
The FADH– molecule in the reaction FADH þ O2-- /
FADH– þ O2 (see Fig. 2) is an intermediate of the FADH
/ FAD reaction depicted in Fig. 1. Although the reaction
shown in Fig. 2 looks similar to the FADH* / FADH–
photoinduced reaction in Fig. 1, the two reactions are
different since the FADH* / FADH– reaction involves
the excited state FADH*, which is brought about by absorption of green light (see Fig. 1).
Here we focus on the influence of the applied magnetic
field on the FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2 reaction depicted in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, we also show how the nonsignaling FADH– state can be transformed to the original FAD
resting state. The FADH– / FAD reaction does not
involve a radical pair and, therefore, is not expected to be
magnetic-field-dependent. The latter reaction is consistent
with a theoretical study on glucose oxidase, where the reaction O2 þ FADH2 / H2O2 þ FAD has been suggested to
arise (64).
In this article, we seek to investigate the suggested radical
pair scenario (see Fig. 2) in cryptochrome involving superoxide. The goal is to provide a proof of principle that the
FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2 reaction can act as
a geomagnetic compass. Indeed, we demonstrate that a field
of 0.5 G can produce effects that depend significantly on the
orientation of the radical pair in the Earth magnetic field.
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THEORY
In this section, the computational description of the magnetic
field dependence in the cryptochrome [FADH þ O2–]
radical pair reaction is outlined.

condition given in Eq. 6 corresponds to the first encounter of
the FADH and O2– radicals. Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 5,
one can numerically calculate the time evolution of the
density matrix.
Radical-pair Hamiltonian

Density matrix
Once the radical pair is generated as depicted in Fig. 2, one
can describe its spin state by a density matrix r(t), the time
evolution of which is governed by the stochastic Liouville
equation (7,18,75):
i
i
h
 kb h S
drðtÞ
ib
b ; rðtÞ kb Q
b T ; rðtÞ
¼  H;
rðtÞ   Q
þ
þ
2
2
dt
Z
i
ket h b S

ð1Þ
Q ; rðtÞ :
þ
2
b denotes the spin Hamiltonian of the radical pair,
Here, H
and kb and ket are the rate constants for the O2– escape
process and for the electron transfer process as shown in
Fig. 2. [A, B] ¼ AB  BA denotes the commutator and
anticommutator, respectively.
b T in Eq. 1 are the projection operators onto the
b S and Q
Q
singlet and triplet states of the electron spin pair,
b b
bS ¼ 1  ~
S1 $~
S2 ;
Q
4

(2)

b b
bT ¼ 3 þ ~
S1 $~
S2 ;
Q
4

(3)

b
b
where ~
S1 and ~
S2 denote the electron spin operators of the

FADH and O2– radicals, respectively. Using the relation
bS þ Q
b T ¼ 1, Eq. 1 can be rewritten
Q
i
 ket h S
drðtÞ
i b
b ; rðtÞ kb rðtÞ; (4)
¼  H;
rðtÞ   Q
þ
2
dt
Z
which allows one to express the density matrix in the form


it b ket t b S
Q rð0Þ
rðtÞ ¼ exp  H 
Z
2


it b ket t b S
 exp
ð5Þ
H
Q expð  kb tÞ:
Z
2
Here r(0) is the density matrix describing the radical pair at
the time of encounter. At the initial stage of the FADH
reduction reaction, the probability to find the FAD cofactor
in its semiquinone FADH state equals unity. Therefore,
when [FADH þ O2–] radical-pair partners encounter for
the first time, the initial density of the radical pair is
rð1Þ ð0Þ ¼

bS þ Q
bT
Q
EN
:
 S
 ¼
T
b
b
N
Tr Q þ Q

(6)

Here Tr[A] denotes the trace of matrix A, N is the number
of spin states in the system, and EN is the unity matrix of
dimension N. The superscript ‘‘(1)’’ indicates that the initial

b in Eq. 5 is the sum of
The Hamiltonian for the radical pair, H,
two Hamiltonians, one for each radical, e.g., a Hamiltonian
for FADH and a Hamiltonian for O2–. In addition, a Hamilb int arises that accounts for the exchange and dipolar
tonian H
interactions within the radical pair. Accordingly, the total
Hamiltonian is partitioned
b ¼ H
b FADH þ H
b O2 þ H
b int :
H

(7)

As explained in the literature (7,16,18), the Hamiltonians
b O2 are composed of Zeeman interaction and
b FADH and H
H
hyperfine coupling interaction terms and can be written
X b

b
b
bi $~
~
b FADH ¼ mB ~
g$~
S1 þ m B
S1 ;
B$b
I i $A
H

(8)

i


b
b O2 ¼ mB ~
g$~
S2 ;
B$b
H

(9)

b
where ~
I ¼ ðbI x ; bI y ; bI z Þi is the spin operator of nucleus i,
b
~
S1;2 ¼ ðb
Sx ; b
Sy ; b
Sz Þ are the electron spin operators defined as

1
b
~
S1 ¼ b
sy 5E2 ; b
sz 5E2 ;
sx 5E2 ; b
2

(10)


1
b
~
bx ; b
sy ; b
sz ;
S2 ¼ s
2

(11)

sy ; b
sz Þ are the Pauli spin matrices (76) acting on
where ðb
sx ; b
the electron spins of FADH and O2–, and E2 is the 2  2
identity matrix. The first tensor factor in Eq. 10 acts on the
electron spin of FADH and the second factor on the nuclear
spin of FADH; the operators in Eq. 11 act on the electron
spin of O2–.
bi is the hyperfine coupling tensor for nucleus i,
In Eq. 8, A
mB ¼ 5.78843  109 eV/Gauss is the Bohr magneton, and


~
B ¼ Bx ; By ; Bz ¼ ðB0 sinq; 0; B0 cosqÞ
(12)
g in Eqs. 8 and 9
is the external magnetic field. The operator b
is the so-called g-tensor, which can be brought to diagonal
form in an appropriate coordinate frame (7). The diagonal
values of the g-tensor are chosen to be gii h g ¼ 2 for
both radicals. Note that since both oxygen atoms in the
O2– radical have nuclear spin 0, the O2– radical is devoid
of hyperfine coupling and, therefore, interacts through its
unpaired electron spin only with the external magnetic field
(see Eq. 9).
For the radical-pair spin dynamics to be sensitive to
different alignments with respect to the magnetic field, it is
necessary that the hyperfine coupling tensor is anisotropic
Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4804–4813
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(18,38). The choice of the hyperfine coupling tensor in our
model is explained in the Supporting Material.
In addition to the Zeeman and hyperfine interactions, one
needs to account also for electron-electron exchange and
dipolar interactions in the radical pair, which is done through
b int plays an imporb int in Eq. 7. The interaction in H
the term H
tant role when the distances between the radicals are small. In
b int term in the
the Supporting Material, we argue that the H

–
[FADH þO2 ] radical-pair Hamiltonian can be neglected.
Duration of the FADH þ O2-- /FADH– þ O2
reaction
The radical pair evolves with time and decays either into the
1
[FADH– þ O2] state or to the initial, i.e., separated,
FADH.O2–, state as indicated in Fig. 2. The probability
of one or the other decay is influenced by the magnetic field
as detailed below. If the FAD cofactor is reduced to the
FADH– state then the protein stops signaling and the FADH
þ O2-- /FADH–þO2 reaction is completed. However, if
the radical pair is terminated through escape of the O2–
radical from the cryptochrome pocket (see Fig. S1) before
the electron transfer process occurs, cryptochrome is left in
its signaling state. The cryptochrome remains in the
signaling state, until another O2– radical arrives, and the
FADH radical can be reduced again.
The expected value of the reaction duration time hti can
be calculated as

t ox
;
(13)
t ¼
a
where a is the probability that an FADH þ O2– encounter
actually leads to reduction of FADH and to an end of
cryptochrome signaling and is magnetic-field-dependent.
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Equation 13 is derived in the Supporting Material. The analysis of hti at different magnetic field strengths and different
orientations of the magnetic field vector is the primary goal
of this article, and is discussed in the following section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theory and methods described above have been used to
study the duration of the FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2
reaction in cryptochrome (see Fig. 2). In the following, the
magnetic field dependence of the reduction of cryptochrome’s FAD cofactor into its FADH– state is analyzed
by means of the reaction duration time hti stated in Eq. 13.
The value hti is studied as a function of magnetic field
strength B0 and it is demonstrated that in weak magnetic
fields, comparable with typical geomagnetic fields, this
time can change significantly upon reorientation in the field.
The dependence of hti on the magnetic field strength is also
analyzed. It is shown that hti satisfies all conditions necessary for the construction of an animal’s inclination compass.
Magnetic ﬁeld dependence of reaction time
Fig. 3 shows the relative duration hti/ht0i of the FADH þ
O2-- / FADH– þ O2 reaction as a function of external
magnetic field strength B0, calculated for different values
of the electron transfer rate constant ket and for different
values of the O2– radical escape rate constant kb. The value
hti is evaluated according to Eq. 13 and ht0i is the duration
of the reaction at zero magnetic field. For this evaluation, the
z axis of the radical pair is assumed to be aligned at an angle
of 36 , with respect to the magnetic field vector.
As seen in Fig. 3, the dependence of hti on B0 is nonmonotonic and magnetic fields weaker than 0.5 G can produce

FIGURE 3 Relative reaction time hti/ht0i of the FADH
þ O2-- /FADH– þ O2 reaction. The reaction time is
shown as a function of the external magnetic field strength
B0, calculated for different values of electron transfer rate
constants ket and for different values of the escape rate
constant kb: i), kb ¼ 106 s–1; ii), kb ¼ 3  106 s–1; iii),
kb ¼ 5  106 s–1; and iv), kb ¼ 107 s–1. hti has been evaluated according to Eq. 13; ht0i is the duration of the reaction at zero magnetic field. The z axis of the radical pair is
assumed to be aligned at an angle of 36 with respect to the
applied magnetic field.

Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4804–4813
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a significant change in the reaction duration time. The effect
of a 0.5 G magnetic field is most pronounced for the smallest
O2– radical escape rates presented in Fig. 3, namely, for
kb ¼ 106 s–1. When the escape rate constant is large (T 3 
106 s1), the radical pair separates too fast, preventing significant singlet4triplet mixing and, hence, a magnetic field
effect.
The rate constant kb is expected to be ~106 s–1 in reality,
since this is a radical pair decay rate constant characteristic
for biological systems (7,18,77). For instance, by means of
flash photolysis it was demonstrated (36,77) that radical pairs
in a protein environment have either reacted with their geminate partner or succeeded in separating after 1–2 ms. On the
other hand, one can assume that the rate constant kb developed in the course of evolution such that it furnishes today
a maximal magnetic field effect.
The duration hti of the reduction reaction also depends on
the electron transfer rate constant ket. Fig. 3 shows that
the largest relative change in hti at 0.5 G is expected for
ket ¼ 108 s–1, which is a realistic value for the electron transfer in proteins. For example, this ket matches the experimentally determined value of the electron transfer rate constant in
the tryptophan chain of DNA photolyase (78,79) and is close
to the value estimated in Solov’yov et al. (7) for the same
process. ket ¼ 108 s–1 is also of the same order of magnitude
as the singlet4triplet interconversion rate for typical radical
pairs (80). In Solov’yov et al. (7), it was shown that the singlet4triplet interconversion rate constant in a radical pair
with one spin-1/2 nucleus is ~8.3  107 s–1.
The dependence of hti on B0 (see Fig. 3) due to singlet
4triplet state mixing is brought about by a competition
between Zeeman and hyperfine interaction as well as the
decay processes described by ket and kb. The fact that hti
experiences the most pronounced changes at realistic values
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ket ¼ 108 s–1 and kb ¼ 106 s–1 supports the choice of hyperfine coupling constants in our model and demonstrates the
feasibility of the suggested magnetoreception mechanism.
The chosen model for the putative [FADH þ O2–] radical
pair involves hyperfine coupling constants that are of the
same order of magnitude as the known hyperfine coupling
constants in the FADH radical (37–40).
For the particular values of hyperfine coupling used in
this article, the calculation predicts an enhancement in
the duration of the reduction reaction of ~18%, which for
ket ¼ 108 s–1 and kb ¼ 106 s–1 is expected for a magnetic field
strength of ~1.25 G (see Fig. 3). This enhancement shows
that significant magnetic field effects in the reduction reaction at Earth magnetic field strengths are possible.
Angular dependence of reaction time
To obtain directional information from the geomagnetic field,
the reaction time must exhibit variation with respect to reorientation of cryptochrome in the external magnetic field.
Such orientational dependence could modulate the visual
sense of a bird to produce the avian magnetic compass, as
described in Ritz et al. (18). Fig. 4 shows the relative duration,
hti/ht0i, of the FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2 reaction
calculated as a function of the direction of the magnetic field
vector, characterized by the angle q (see Eq. 12). hti/ht0i in
Fig. 4 is calculated for an external magnetic field of 0.5 G
for different values of the electron transfer rate constant ket
and for different values of the rate constant kb. The value
ht0i is the duration time of the reduction reaction at q ¼ 0 .
The angle q between the z axis of the radical pair and the
magnetic field varies from 0 to 180 . As seen in Fig. 4, the
dependence of hti on q is symmetric with respect to q ¼ 90 .
This symmetry derives from a nearly isotropic distribution of

FIGURE 4 Relative reaction time hti/ht0i of the FADH
þ O2-- /FADH– þ O2 reaction serving as an inclination
compass. The reaction time has been evaluated as in Fig. 3
for different directions of the applied magnetic field characterized by the angle q (see Eq. 12). The assumed strength of
the applied magnetic field B0 is 0.5 G, i.e., the value characteristic for the geomagnetic field.

Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4804–4813
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the nuclear spins in the initial state of the radical pair and
renders the magnetic-field-dependent reaction to be an inclination compass (16). An inclination compass should not
distinguish between the angles q and 180 – q (13) and,
therefore, any inclination compass-based receptor should
produce identical signals at these two orientations.
The results show that the variation (through reorientation)
in the reaction duration hti can be as large as 19% for the
external field of 0.5 G. The largest change in hti is expected
for rate constants ket ¼ 5  107 s–1 and kb ¼ 106 s–1; for rate
constants ket ¼ 108 s–1 and kb ¼ 106 s–1, it measures 17%.
As noted already, for the studied radical pair reaction to be
sensitive to reorientation in the external magnetic field, it is
necessary to employ an anisotropic hyperfine coupling
tensor. Such an anisotropy is perfectly realized in the FADH
radical, where the hyperfine interaction is dominated by two
strong axially anisotropic 14N hyperfine couplings (38). In
our model, we introduce anisotropy of the hyperfine
coupling tensor (see the Supporting Material) to qualitatively
describe this effect. The actual orientation dependencies
shown in Fig. 4 stem from the simplicity of the model
assumed, and are intended to demonstrate only that a significant magnetic compass effect can be expected at 0.5 G and
that the suggested reaction leads to an inclination compass.
It is interesting that in magnetic fields of 0–5 G the duration of the FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2 reaction in cryptochrome can be enhanced by ~22%. Fig. 5 illustrates this by
showing hti/ht0i calculated as a function of the angle q
between magnetic field and radical pair and for different field
strengths. In this calculation the electron transfer rate
constant and the O2– radical escape rate constant are

FIGURE 5 Relative time hti/ht0i of the FADH þ O2-- / FADH– þ O2
reaction calculated as a function of magnetic field orientation and field
strength. The calculations were done as for Figs. 3 and 4 with electron transfer rate constant ket ¼ 108 s–1 and O2– escape rate constant kb ¼ 106 s–1. The
value ht0i is the duration of the reduction reaction calculated at B0 ¼ 0 G and
q ¼ 0 .
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assumed again to be ket ¼ 108 s–1 and kb ¼ 106 s–1. Fig. 5
shows that the most pronounced change in hti is expected
for magnetic field strengths of 1.14 G and 5 G. This suggests
that in a system with slightly different hyperfine interaction
than assumed in the present model, the influence of an
external magnetic field on the reduction reaction at 0.5 G
might be stronger than seen here, i.e., leads to a maximal
angular variation of up to 22%.
The result shown in Fig. 5 is in qualitative agreement with
the observation that the avian compass operates only in
a narrow range of field intensities, while for field intensities
differing from the natural geomagnetic field, birds require
a certain time for adaptation (25). Such behavior is only
possible if the putative receptor functions differently at
different field intensities. An explanation of the experimental
observation was given in Ritz et al. (18), where it was suggested that, with increase of the magnetic field strength,
the action of the magnetic sensor should become less
pronounced and that, therefore, a bird requires more time
to find the correct flight direction. However, a bird might
also become disoriented for a certain period of time if the
magnetic sensor suddenly starts operating differently.
CONCLUSION
The hypothesis that the magnetic sense in animals is related
to the photoreceptor cryptochrome has been suggested in
several studies (4,7,18–20) and is pursued in this study,
too. Experimental observations speak strongly for the
involvement of the radical-pair mechanism in animal magnetoreception. Such a magnetic field-sensing mechanism can
explain many long-observed properties of avian magnetoreception (1,2,18,23,24). The fact that the geomagnetic field is
~0.5 G puts a severe constraint on the radical pair involved in
the magnetic compass sense. For a noticeable change of the
reaction yield in a redirected geomagnetic field, the hyperfine
interaction has to be of the same strength as the Zeeman
interaction due to the geomagnetic field, i.e., has to be unusually low for organic molecules. Such weak hyperfine
coupling can be achieved, however, if one of the radicals
is devoid of hyperfine interactions altogether, as realized in
a radical pair containing the oxygen molecule as one of the
radicals. Accordingly, we investigated here a possible
radical-pair-based reaction in cryptochrome that reduces
cryptochrome’s FAD cofactor in its FADH oxidation state
by means of the superoxide radical O2– and, thereby, shifts
the protein from its signaling to its inactive state.
For this purpose we studied computationally whether
a weak (i.e., the Earth’s) external magnetic field can alter
the duration of cryptochrome’s FADH þ O2-- / FADH–
þ O2 reaction. For a simple radical pair model, we demonstrated that the suggested reaction can act as a geomagnetic
inclination compass by showing that a field of 0.5 G
produces effects that vary significantly during reorientation
of cryptochrome.

Magnetoreception through Cryptochrome

To our knowledge, this article presents the first attempt to
demonstrate how the FADH þ O2-- /FADH– þ O2 reaction of cryptochrome may be influenced by an external
magnetic field and be linked to avian magnetoreception.
Therefore, we illustrate the feasibility of the suggested magnetoreception mechanism here only qualitatively, rather than
describing the mechanism in quantitative detail.
The main assumption made—namely, that superoxide is
involved in magnetoreception—still has to be verified experimentally, as such involvement has been corroborated so far
only indirectly. The involvement of a radical pair in which
one of the radical partners is devoid of the hyperfine interaction in the magnetoreception process is consistent with
studies on the effects of weak radio-frequency oscillating
magnetic fields on migratory bird orientation (63,65–67),
investigations that had been inspired by earlier theoretical
work (18,81,82). Another argument, that speaks for the
suggested reaction is its robustness. Indeed, the suggested
reaction is much simpler than the magnetic field-dependent
reactions that have been suggested earlier (7) and, therefore,
is expected to function more reliably in a weak magnetic
field. The involvement of superoxide in magnetoreception
is a clearcut suggestion that should attract experimental
investigation.
The purpose of the suggested model is to provide a
framework that connects the molecular magnetoreception
mechanism to animal behavior. The model presented here
links existing experiments to the mechanism, and points to
new experiments that can be performed to test our rationale.
A key aspect of the proposed mechanism is the involvement of the superoxide radical. In this regard, experiments
in vitro can study the change of cryptochrome activity in
an applied magnetic field by varying the concentration of
oxygen. It is also important to continue studies of bird
behavior in radio frequency magnetic fields. The superoxide
radical is devoid of hyperfine interactions and, therefore, its
unpaired electron should exhibit a resonance behavior at
a Larmor frequency for a free electron.
Clearly a controversial aspect of our suggestion is the
involvement of superoxide, O2–, in the magnetic-fielddependent backreaction of cryptochrome. It seems odd that
an organism should relay on a toxic substance for a sensory
mechanism. However, one should note that superoxide
arises naturally in organisms, and is well controlled by
superoxide dismutase (83–85), which keeps the concentration of superoxide low. This low concentration level,
though, is key to the suggested mechanism as the reaction
back to the nonsignaling state of cryptochrome should be
slow, i.e., should take ~10 ms (41,55). Such slow rate of
diffusion-controlled encounter is ensured through the small
O2– concentration. The formation rate of the encounter
pair [FADH þ O2–], kox, can be estimated through the
well-known diffusive encounter rate (which applies strictly
only for a homogeneous three-dimensional space surrounding an encounter sphere)
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kox ¼ 4pDL O2-- ;

(14)

where D z 2  105 cm2/s is the oxygen diffusion coefficient
in water (86), L z 20 Å is the size of the molecular pocket
in cryptochrome (see Fig. S1), and [O2–] is the concentration
of the superoxide radical in the cell. At a concentration of
[O2–] ¼ 3 nM, which is tolerable to an organism (70,71),
the formation of FADH þ O2– is estimated to take
~tox ¼ 1/kox ¼ 1.1 ms, which is indeed the time needed for
the suggested mechanism to function optimally. Addition of
superoxide dismutase in large concentrations might be
a means whereby to test the suggested mechanism.
The influence of superoxide on the cellular function is still
not fully understood. Besides the well- established toxicity of
the radical, it also seems to have additional signaling functions (87). A recent report (87) demonstrates that O2– is
an important local signaling molecule required in normal
physiology, which may serve to increase cell or tissue
responsiveness to growth and/or differentiation-enhancing
factors. The involvement of superoxide in magnetoreception
may be another property of O2– to be revealed in the future.
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